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SHIFT EQUIVALENCES
THROUGH THE LENS OF CUNTZ–KRIEGER ALGEBRAS

TOKE MEIER CARLSEN, ADAM DOR-ON AND SØREN EILERS

Motivated by Williams’ problem of measuring novel differences between shift equivalence (SE) and strong
shift equivalence (SSE), we introduce three equivalence relations that provide new ways to obstruct SSE
while merely assuming SE.

Our shift equivalence relations arise from studying graph C*-algebras, where a variety of intermediary
equivalence relations naturally arise. As a consequence we realize a goal sought after by Muhly, Pask
and Tomforde, measure a delicate difference between SSE and SE in terms of Pimsner dilations for
C*-correspondences of adjacency matrices, and use this distinction to refute a proof from a previous paper.

1. Introduction

Initially recognized in the 40’s as the right object to model quantum phenomena, C*-algebras are applied
today in a variety of areas including theoretical physics, topology, differential geometry and dynamical
systems. Such applications drive the impetus for obtaining structural and classification results for
C*-algebras, especially in relation with Elliott’s classification programme [14; 45; 49; 50]. One fantastic
application of C*-algebras in dynamics, using tools from classification of C*-algebras, is the classification
of Cantor minimal systems up to orbit equivalence by their dimension groups [17; 18]. Similar to this,
our work here deals with subtle invariants arising from C*-algebras associated to subshifts of finite type
(SFTs), with the aim of distinguishing SFTs up to conjugacy.

In a seminal 1973 paper [47], Williams recast conjugacy and eventual conjugacy for SFTs purely
in terms of equivalence relations between adjacency matrices of the directed graphs. These are called
strong shift equivalence (SSE) and shift equivalence (SE) respectively. Williams expected SSE and SE
to be the same [47, Proposition 7.2], but after around 25 years the last hope for a positive answer to
Williams’ problem, even under the most restrictive conditions, was extinguished by Kim and Roush [28].
Although these counterexamples are concrete, aperiodic and irreducible 7 × 7 matrices, showing that they
are not strong shift equivalent requires an invariant which is very difficult to compute. Thus, finding new
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obstructions to strong shift equivalence when two matrices are only assumed to be shift equivalent is an
important endeavor, even just for 2 × 2 matrices (see [31, Example 7.3.13]).

Definition 1.1 [47]. Let A and B be matrices indexed by sets V and W respectively, with (possibly
infinite) cardinal entries. We say that A and B are:

(1) Shift equivalent with lag m ∈ N \ {0} if there are a V × W matrix R and a W × V matrix S with
cardinal entries such that

Am
= RS, Bm

= S R,

S A = BS, AR = RB.

(2) Elementary shift related if they are shift equivalent with lag 1.

(3) Strong shift equivalent if they are equivalent in the transitive closure of elementary shift relation.

In tandem with early attacks on Williams’ problem, Cuntz and Krieger [8] created a bridgehead between
symbolic dynamics and operator algebras, where several natural properties of subshifts of finite type are
expressed through associated C*-algebras. In fact, by [8, Proposition 2.17] we know that strong shift
equivalence of A and B implies that the Cuntz–Krieger C*-algebras OA and OB are stably isomorphic in
a way preserving their gauge actions γ A and γ B and their diagonal subalgebras DA and DB . On the other
hand, by a theorem of Krieger [29] we know that the dimension group triples of SFTs are isomorphic if
and only if the associated matrices are SE. Since these dimension group triples coincide with K -theoretical
data of crossed products of Cuntz–Krieger C*-algebras by their gauge action, Krieger’s theorem implies
as a corollary (see Section 7) that if two Cuntz–Krieger algebras OA and OB are stably isomorphic in
a way preserving their gauge actions γ A and γ B, then their defining adjacency matrices A and B are
shift equivalent. Through the lens of Cuntz–Krieger algebras, this provides several natural equivalence
relations between SSE and SE, and it then becomes important to orient them and determine whether they
coincide with SSE, SE or perhaps a completely new equivalence relation strictly between SSE and SE.
Such distinctions may pave the way towards more concrete and computable invariants that distinguish
SFTs up to conjugacy.

In this paper we introduce, study and orient three equivalence relations that provide new ways of
measuring the difference between SSE and SE. Before we discuss these, let us first mention the state of
the art.

A partial converse of the corollary to Krieger’s theorem was obtained by Bratteli and Kishimoto [4],
using deep machinery from C*-algebra K-theory classification, involving the essential concept of Rokhlin
towers. More precisely, using their work it can be shown that if A and B are two aperiodic and irreducible
adjacency matrices then

A is SE to B ⇐⇒ (OA ⊗ K, γ A
⊗ id)≃ (OB ⊗ K, γ B

⊗ id). (1-1)

This converse to Krieger’s corollary for essential matrices remains a subtle and important classification
problem in this line of research, and is one of the key motivating problems for our work here.

After a major undertaking pioneered by Matsumoto [33; 34], it is now known that several key concepts
in symbolic dynamics may be fully understood in terms of operator algebraic descriptions. Indeed, both
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SSE as well as flow equivalence (FE) of subshifts of finite type may be given an inherently operator-
algebraic characterization. Suppose A and B are finite adjacency matrices defining two-sided SFTs
(X A, σA) and (X B, σB) respectively (see Section 2). When A and B are irreducible, Matsumoto and
Matui [35] established that

(X A, σA) is FE to (X B, σB) ⇐⇒ (OA ⊗ K,DA ⊗ c0)≃ (OB ⊗ K,DB ⊗ c0),

where K is the C*-algebra of compact operators on ℓ2(N) and c0 is its subalgebra of diagonal operators.
This was later extended to cover all two-sided SFTs by the first-named and third-named authors with
Ortega and Restorff [6].

For conjugacy, the first-named author and Rout [5] proved that (X A, σA) is conjugate to (X B, σB)

precisely when the associated Cuntz–Krieger algebras OA and OA are stably isomorphic in a way preserving
both the gauge actions and the diagonals (this time with no additional restrictions on A and B). More
precisely, and combining with Williams’ characterization of conjugacy, we have

A is SSE to B ⇐⇒ (OA ⊗ K, γ A
⊗ id,DA ⊗ c0)≃ (OB ⊗ K, γ B

⊗ id,DB ⊗ c0). (1-2)

The equivalences in (1-1) and (1-2) provide a fresh perspective for symbolic dynamics via C*-algebras,
and reinterpret Williams’ problem via the counterexamples provided by Kim and Roush [27; 28]. More
precisely, the examples of Kim and Roush show that two adjacency matrices can be shift equivalent and
with flow equivalent two-sided SFTs without being strong shift equivalent. Hence, in terms of C*-algebras,
this shows it is not always possible to trade in two isomorphisms — one respecting the diagonal, and one
respecting the gauge action — for one which respects both.

Another research agenda motivating this work is the graded isomorphism problem of Hazrat from the
theory of Leavitt path algebras, where one studies graded isomorphisms of pure algebras by means of
graded K-theory. In work of Hazrat [19], it was shown that the relevant graded K-theoretical data is in
fact the same as Krieger’s dimension group triple, and Hazrat conjectured that this invariant is complete
when the class of the unit is added to the dimension triple as part of the invariant. Thus, the converse to
Krieger’s corollary is a topological analogue of Hazrat’s conjecture. Although substantial advances have
been made [2; 3], Hazrat’s conjecture remains elusive.

For a V × W matrix F = [Fi j ] with cardinal entries, we define

EF := {(v,w, α) | 0 ≤ α < Fvw, v ∈ V, w ∈ W },

so that r(v,w, α) = w and s(v,w, α) = v, α is an ordinal, and Fvw is interpreted as the least ordinal
with cardinality Fvw. When V = W, this makes G F := (V, EF ) into a directed graph in its own right.
For two matrices C over V × W and D over W × X with cardinal entries, we define the fibered product

EC × ED := {cd | c ∈ EC , d ∈ ED, r(c)= s(d)}.

Note here that we write cd to mean the pair (c, d) for which r(c)= s(d), which should be thought of as
concatenation of edges, even if there are no actual graphs. When V = W, for any n ∈ N we denote by En

C
the n-fold product of EC with itself, so that En

C is naturally identified with ECn .
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One might also consider EC × ED as a pullback of W, and indicate the role of W in the notation. We
refrain from doing so for the sake of readability.

The following definition was dubbed “specified equivalence” by Nasu [38] in his study of shift
equivalences between textile systems.

Definition 1.2. Let A and B be matrices with cardinal entries over V × W. A path isomorphism is a
bijection φ : E A → EB such that s(φ(e))= s(e) and r(φ(e))= r(e) for every e ∈ E A.

Using path isomorphism, we define our first equivalence relation of compatible shift equivalence (CSE)
(see Definition 4.1). The mere existence of path isomorphisms φR, φS, ψA, ψB in Definition 4.1 implies
shift equivalence, so that CSE is a direct strengthening of shift equivalence. In Theorem 7.3 we show
that CSE coincides with SSE, and this allows for a direct comparison between SSE and SE via CSE.
Motivated by Williams’ problem, another related notion called adapted shift equivalence was studied
by Parry [39] and was also shown to be equivalent to SSE. More precisely, instead of a requirement
on compatibility of path isomorphisms between shift equivalent matrices, adapted shift equivalence
is a shift equivalence of lag m ∈ N \ {0} between the adjacency matrices of the m-line graphs of A
and B.

It is known that shift equivalence is decidable by Kim and Roush [25; 26], but the problem of decidability
of strong shift equivalence remains a fundamental open problem in symbolic dynamics. In fact, this was
the original motivation in Williams’ paper [47]. The identification between path isomorphisms in the
definition of CSE illustrates in what way the algorithm of Kim and Roush would need to improve were
SSE turn out to be decidable.

Our second equivalence relation is called representable shift equivalence (RSE) (see Definition 5.1). It
arises naturally when one attempts to represent shift equivalence as bounded operators on Hilbert space.

Surprisingly, by merely representing the relations of shift equivalence as bounded operator on Hilbert
space, we get SSE (see Theorem 7.3). Considering the counterexamples of Kim and Roush, we see that if
A and B are shift equivalent but not strong shift equivalent, then it follows that one of the four relations
of shift equivalence must fail when representing everything on the same Hilbert space (see Section 5 for
more details).

In what follows, we will say that a matrix is essential if it has no zero rows and no zero columns.
In the work of Pimsner [40], Pimsner dilations were introduced and were subsequently studied by
several authors [13; 15; 22; 37]. Pimsner dilations offer a “reversible” perspective for Cuntz–Pimsner
C*-algebras, showing that they are always generated by an imprimitivity bimodule that contains the
original C*-correspondence. In [37, Remark 5.5] an equivalent formulation of strong shift equivalence
in terms of Pimsner dilations was sought. This leads us to our third equivalence relation, which we call
strong Morita shift equivalence (SMSE) (see Definition 6.1). Let A and B be finite essential matrices.
Denote by X (A)∞ and X (B)∞ the Pimsner dilations of their graph C*-correspondences (see Section 3)
and by C∗(GA) and C∗(G B) their Cuntz–Krieger graph C*-algebras. Our main theorem provides an
equivalent formulation sought by Muhly, Pask and Tomforde, and orients CSE and RSE in one fell swoop
(see Theorem 7.3).
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Theorem 1.3. Suppose A and B are two finite essential matrices with entries in N. Then the following
are equivalent:

(1) A and B are strong shift equivalent.

(2) A and B are compatible shift equivalent.

(3) A and B are representable shift equivalent.

(4) X (A)∞ and X (B)∞ are strong Morita shift equivalent.

(5) C∗(GA) and C∗(G B) are equivariantly stably isomorphic in a way that respects the diagonals.

For some time now, several experts have been perplexed about certain Pimsner dilation techniques (see
for instance [37, Remark 5.5], the incorrect proof of [22, Theorem 5.8], and the subsequent corrigendum
of [22]), and many are still wondering whether they can be used to show that shift equivalence of A
and B implies strong Morita equivalence of the Pimsner dilations X (A)∞ and X (B)∞ (in the sense of
Abadie, Eilers and Exel [1, Section 4] or Muhly and Solel [36]). The importance of this question is
further elevated because of Theorem 3.17 and the discussion succeeding it, where we show that a positive
answer to it is equivalent to the converse to Krieger’s corollary. Combining our main theorem with the
celebrated counterexamples of Kim and Roush [28], as well as the work of Bratteli and Kishimoto [4],
we obtain the following cutoff result. This result addresses the ambiguities mentioned above, and refutes
the proof of [22, Theorem 5.8] (see Theorem 7.4).

Theorem 1.4. There exist finite aperiodic 7 × 7 irreducible matrices A and B with entries in N such that
X (A)∞ and X (B)∞ are strong Morita equivalent, but not strong Morita shift equivalent.

Since the validity of [22, Theorem 5.8] is in question, so is the validity of [22, Corollary 5.11]. This
latter result states that shift equivalence of A and B implies the (not necessarily equivariant) stable
isomorphisms of C∗(GA) and C∗(G B). However, thanks to Ara, Hazrat and Li [3] this result can still be
recovered. Indeed, in work of the third author with Restorff, Ruiz and Sørensen [12] it was shown that
filtered, ordered K-theory classifies unital graph C*-algebras up to stable isomorphism. By showing that
filtered ordered K-theory is an invariant of shift equivalence, Ara, Hazrat and Li [3] ipso facto show that
shift equivalence implies the stable isomorphisms of unital graph C*-algebras.

This paper contains eight sections, including this introductory section. In Section 2 we discuss
some of the basic theory of directed graphs, subshifts of finite type, groupoid C*-algebra description
of graph C*-algebras and Cuntz–Krieger C*-algebras. In Section 3 we discuss some of the theory of
C*-correspondences, Cuntz–Pimsner algebras, Pimsner dilations and equivariant isomorphisms. We
provide there a characterization of the existence of an equivariant stable isomorphism between Cuntz–
Pimsner algebras in terms of Pimsner dilations. In Section 4 we introduce CSE, show it is an equivalence
relation, and that it is implied by SSE. In Section 5 we introduce RSE, show that it is implied by CSE, and
upgrade representations to be faithful on associated graph C*-algebras. In Section 6 we explain how to
concretely construct inductive limits related to Pimsner dilations, introduce SMSE, show that RSE implies
SMSE and show that SMSE implies the existence of a stable equivariant diagonal-preserving isomorphism
between graph C*-algebras. Finally in Section 7 we discuss dimension triples for graph C*-algebras,
orient different equivalence relations on adjacency matrices and prove the main results stated above.
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2. Preliminaries

In this section we explain some of the basic theory of directed graphs, subshifts of finite type, groupoid
C*-algebra descriptions of graph C*-algebras, Cuntz–Krieger algebras and dimension triples. We recom-
mend [31] for the basics of symbolic dynamics.

A directed graph G = (V, E, r, s) is comprised of a vertex set V and an edge set E together with range
and source maps r, s : E → V.

We say that a directed graph G = (V, E) has finite out-degrees if s−1(v) is finite for every v ∈ V.
We say that G is finite if both V and E are finite. When G has finite out-degrees and has no sources
(i.e., r is surjective) and no sinks (i.e., s is surjective), we may define the two-sided edge shift to be the
pair (X E , σE) where X E is the set of bi-infinite paths

X E = {(en)n∈Z | s(ei+1)= r(ei )} ⊆

∏
i∈Z

E,

with the product topology, and σE : X E → X E is the left shift homeomorphism given by σE((en)n∈Z)=

(en+1)n∈Z. The one-sided edge shift (X+

E , σ
+

E ) is defined as above, by replacing every occurrence of Z

with N.
Given a directed graph G = (V, E), we may always form its V × V adjacency matrix with cardinal

entries given for v,w ∈ V by

AE(v,w)= |{e ∈ E | s(e)= v, r(e)= w}|.

Conversely, we have seen that given a matrix A indexed by V with cardinal entries, one may form a
directed graph GA = (V, E A, r, s), where E A is the set of triples (v,w, α) such that v,w∈ V, 0 ≤α< Avw
is an ordinal, Avw is interpreted as the least ordinal with cardinality Avw, while r(v,w, α) = w and
s(v,w, α)= v. It is clear that GAE and G are isomorphic directed graphs and that AE A = A.

The following shows that under countability/finiteness assumptions, shift equivalence with arbitrary
cardinals becomes the standard notion we know from the literature.

Proposition 2.1. Let A and B be matrices with cardinal entries, indexed by sets V and W. Suppose that
V and W are countable/finite, and suppose that A and B are over N ∪ {ℵ0} / over N, respectively. If A
and B are shift equivalent, then the matrices R and S realizing shift equivalence can be chosen to be with
entries in N ∪ {ℵ0} / in N, respectively.

Proof. Suppose now that V and W are countable/finite, and that A and B are with entries in N∪{ℵ0} / in N

respectively. If R and S implement shift equivalence of lag m between A and B, denote by R′ and S′ the
matrices obtained from R and S by replacing all noncountable/nonfinite entries with zeros (respectively).
As the matrices Am and Bm are with entries in N∪{ℵ0} / in N (respectively), we still have that R′S′

= Am

and S′ R′
= Bm, as well as S′ A = BS′ and AR′

= R′B. Hence, A and B are shift equivalent via R′ and S′,
and we are done. □

In this paper we will conduct our study through the lens of graph C*-algebras, which include the class of
Cuntz–Krieger C*-algebras. We recommend [16; 41] for more on graph C*-algebras. We will sometimes
assume that our graphs have finite out-degree, which is often called “row-finiteness” in the literature.
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Definition 2.2. Let G = (V, E, r, s) be a directed graph. A family of operators (Sv, Se)v∈V,e∈E on a
Hilbert space H is called a Cuntz–Krieger family if

(1) (Sv)v∈V is a family of pairwise orthogonal projections,

(2) S∗
e Se = Sr(e) for all e ∈ E , and

(3)
∑

e∈s−1(v) Se S∗
e = Sv for all v ∈ V with 0< |s−1(v)|<∞.

The graph C*-algebra C∗(G) of G is the universal C*-algebra generated by a Cuntz–Krieger families.

Universality of C∗(G) gives rise to a point-norm continuous gauge action of the unit circle γ : T →

Aut(C∗(G)) given by

γz(Sv)= Sv and γz(Se)= z · Se for z ∈ T, v ∈ V, e ∈ E .

With this gauge action, C∗(G) becomes a Z-graded C*-algebra whose graded components are C∗(G)n :=

{T ∈ C∗(G) | γz(T )= zn
· T }.

We will sometime assume that our graphs have finite out-degree, which is often called “row-finiteness”
in the literature. We shall need the groupoid C*-algebra description of C∗(G), as specified in [5]. Indeed,
if G = (V, E) is a directed graph with finite out-degree, no sources and no sinks, we may construct the
locally compact, Hausdorff etale groupoid

GE := {(x,m − n, y) ∈ X+

E × Z × X+

E | x, y ∈ X E , m, n ∈ N, σm
E (x)= σ n

E(y)},

with product (x, k, y)(w, ℓ, z)= (x, k + ℓ, z) if y = w (otherwise undefined), and inverse (x, k, y)−1
=

(y,−k, x). The topology on GE is generated by subsets of the form

Z(U,m, n, V )= {(x,m − n, y) ∈ GE | x ∈ U, y ∈ V },

where m, n ∈ N and U, V ⊆ X+

E are clopen such that σm
E |U is injective, σ n

E |V is injective, and σm
E (U )=

σ n
E(V ). The map x 7→ (x, 0, x) then provides a homeomorphism from X+

E into the unit space G0
E of GE . It

is well known that C∗(G)∼= C∗(GE) is the groupoid C*-algebra of GE , and that DE := C0(G(0)E )∼= C0(X+

E )

is the subalgebra of continuous functions on units of GE . This subalgebra is often called the diagonal
subalgebra of C∗(G), and is given by

DE = span{SµS∗

µ | µ ∈ En, n ∈ N}.

In what follows, recall that K denotes compact operators on ℓ2(N), which contains a natural copy
of diagonal compact operators c0 ⊆ K. We will consider γ ⊗ idK as the standard gauge action on the
stabilization C∗(G)⊗ K. It was shown in [5, Theorem 5.1] that for any two finite graphs without sources
and sinks G = (V, E) and G ′

= (V ′, E ′) we have that (X E , σE) and (X E ′, σE ′) are conjugate if and only
if there is an equivariant isomorphism ϕ : C∗(G)⊗ K → C∗(G ′)⊗ K such that ϕ(DE ⊗ c0)= DE ′ ⊗ c0.

Suppose that A = (Avw)n−1
v,w=0 is an essential n × n matrix with nonnegative integer entries. The

Cuntz–Krieger algebra of A is the universal C*-algebra OA generated by a family

{S(v,w,m) | v,w,m ∈ N, 0 ≤ v,w < n, 0 ≤ m < Avw}
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of partial isometries satisfying

(1) S∗

(v,w,m)S(v,w,m) =
∑n−1

u=0
∑Awu−1

ℓ=0 S(w,u,ℓ)S∗

(w,u,ℓ),

(2)
∑n−1

v,w=0
∑Avw−1

m=0 S(v,w,m)S∗

(v,w,m) = 1.

For each family as above, we get projections Sw = S∗

(v,w,m)S(v,w,m) (independent of v and m), so that the
family (Sv, S(v′,w′,m)) becomes a Cuntz–Krieger family for the directed graph GA (see [8, Remark 2.16]
and [41, Remark 2.8]). Hence, there is a ∗-isomorphism between OA and C∗(GA) which maps the
generators S(v,w,m) of OA to edge generators for C∗(GA). This isomorphism between OA and C∗(GA)

induces the usual gauge action on OA from [8] (which is also built from the universality of OA, see
[20, Remark 2.2(2)]) and sends the natural diagonal subalgebra of OA to the diagonal subalgebra DE

inside C∗(GA). Thus, there is no loss of generality arising from considering graph C*-algebras instead of
Cuntz–Krieger C*-algebras.

Notation 2.3. Whenever X, Y ⊆ L(E) are norm-closed subspaces, we denote by XY or by X · Y the
closed linear span of products x · y with x ∈ X and y ∈ Y.

3. Shift equivalence and Cuntz–Pimsner algebras

In this section we discuss C*-correspondences of adjacency matrices, Cuntz–Pimsner C*-algebras and
Pimsner dilations. The main result of this section is a characterization of equivariant stable isomorphism
of Cuntz–Pimsner algebras in terms of Pimsner dilations.

We will need some of the theory of C*-correspondences. We mention some of the basic definitions,
but will assume some familiarity with the theory of Hilbert C*-modules as in [30; 32].

Definition 3.1. A C*-correspondence from A to B (or B -A C*-correspondence) is a right Hilbert
A-module E with a *-representation φE : B → L(E), where L(E) is the C*-algebra of adjointable
operators on E . We denote by K(E) the ideal of L(E) which is closed linear span of rank-1 operators θξ,η
given by θξ,η(ζ )= ξ⟨η, ζ ⟩.

We will say that two B -A correspondences E and F are unitarily isomorphic (and denote this by
E ∼= F) if there is an isometric surjection U : E → F such that for every a ∈A, b ∈ B and ξ ∈ E we have

U (φE(b)ξa)= φF (b)U (ξ)a.

We will assume throughout this note that C*-correspondences E are nondegenerate (sometimes called
essential) in the sense that φE(B)E = E . We say that a B -A C*-correspondence E is regular if its left
action φE is injective and φE(B) ⊆ K(E). When the context is clear, we write bξ to mean φE(b)ξ for
b ∈ B and ξ ∈ E . Finally, we say that a B -A C*-correspondence E is full if A is equal to the ideal ⟨E, E⟩

defined as the closed linear span of ⟨ξ, η⟩ for ξ, η ∈ E .
The most important examples of C*-correspondences in our study are the ones coming from adjacency

matrices. Let V and W be sets, and let C be a V × W matrix so that Cvw is some cardinal. We define

EC := {(v,w, α) | 0 ≤ α < Cvw, v ∈ V, w ∈ W }.
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When C is a V × W matrix with cardinal entries, we may construct a c0(V )-c0(W ) correspondence
X (C) by taking the Hausdorff completion of all finitely supported functions on EC with respect to the
inner product

⟨ξ, η⟩(w)=

∑
(v,w,α)∈EC

ξ(v,w, α)η(v,w, α),

where ξ and η are finitely supported on EC . The left actions of c0(V ) and the right action of c0(W ) on
X (C) are then given by

( f · ξ · g)(v,w, α)= f (v)ξ(v,w, α)g(w) for f ∈ c0(V ) and g ∈ c0(W ).

When V = W, it is clear that X (C) coincides with the graph C*-correspondence X (GC) of the directed
GC = (V, EC), as is explained in the discussion preceding [10, Theorem 6.2], with range and source
interchanged in the definitions of inner product and bimodule actions.

We will need to know that in the above way we obtain all c0(V )-c0(W ) correspondences. This type of
result was first shown by Kaliszewski, Patani and Quigg [23] when C is a square matrix indexed by a
countable set and with countable entries.

Proposition 3.2. Let V and W be sets, and E a c0(V )-c0(W ) correspondence. Then there exists a unique
V × W matrix C with cardinal entries such that E is unitarily isomorphic to X (C).

Proof. Let v ∈ V and w ∈ W, and let pv ∈ c0(V ) and pw ∈ c0(W ) be the characteristic functions
of {v} and {w} respectively. Since pvEpw is a Hilbert space, we let Cvw be its dimension, and let
{e(v,w,α)}0≤α<Cvw be an orthonormal basis for it, indexed by ordinals 0 ≤ α < Cvw. Then clearly C is a
V × W matrix with cardinal values. We define a map U : X (C)→ E on finitely supported functions
by setting U (ξ) =

∑
(v,w,α)∈EC

ξ(v,w, α)e(v,w,α) for finitely supported ξ ∈ X (C). Now, for a finitely
supported function ξ ∈ X (C) we have for fixed w ∈ W that

|U (ξ)|2(w)=

∑
(v,w,α)∈EC

|ξ(v,w, α)|2 = |ξ |2(w).

Hence, U extends to an isometry on X (C), and since the linear span of

{e(v,w,α) | v ∈ V, w ∈ W, 0 ≤ α < Cvw}

is dense in E , we get that U is a unitary isomorphism.
As for uniqueness, suppose F is another c0(W )-c0(V )-correspondence which is unitarily isomorphic

to E via a unitary U. Hence, if C E and C F are the matrices associated to E and F via the first paragraph,
we must have C F

vw = C E
vw, and we are done. □

For a B -A correspondence E and a C-B correspondence F, we can form the interior tensor product
C-A correspondence F ⊗B E of E and F as follows. Let F ⊗alg E denote the quotient of the algebraic
tensor product by the subspace generated by elements of the form

ηb ⊗ ξ − η⊗ bξ for ξ ∈ E, η ∈ F, b ∈ B.
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Define an A-valued semi-inner product and left C-action by setting

⟨η1 ⊗ ξ1, η2 ⊗ ξ2⟩ = ⟨ξ1, ⟨η1, η2⟩ · ξ2⟩ for ξ1, ξ2 ∈ E, η1, η2 ∈ F,

c · (η⊗ ξ)= (c · η)⊗ ξ for η ∈ E, ξ ∈ F, c ∈ C.

We denote by F ⊗B E the separated completion of F ⊗alg E with respect to the A-valued semi-inner
product defined above. One then verifies that F ⊗B E is a C-A correspondence (see for example [30,
Proposition 4.5]). We will often abuse notation and write F ⊗ E for F ⊗B E when the context is clear. If
E is an A-A correspondence (a C*-correspondence over A), then we denote by E⊗n the n-fold interior
tensor product of E with itself.

Proposition 3.3. Let I, J, K be sets, and let C be an I × J matrix and D be a J × K matrix, both with
cardinal entries. Then there is a unitary isomorphism U : X (C)⊗ X (D)→ X (C D).

Proof. For each i ∈ I , j ∈ J and k ∈ K , let Ci j = |X i j |, D jk = |Y jk | for some sets X i j and Y jk . Then
(C D)ik is the cardinality of the disjoint union of Cartesian products

⊔
j∈J X i j × Y jk .

Now, clearly both X (C)⊗ X (D) and X (C D) are c0(I )-c0(K ) correspondences, so that by the unique-
ness part of Proposition 3.2 it will suffice to show for every i ∈ I and k ∈ K that the dimension of the
Hilbert space pi X (C)⊗ X (D)pk is equal to (C D)ik .

So let {ex}x∈X i j be an orthonormal basis for pi X (C)p j for i ∈ I and j ∈ J and let {ey}y∈Y j ′k
be

an orthonormal basis for p j ′ X (D)pk for j ′
∈ J and k ∈ K . Then, for x ∈ X i j and y ∈ Y j ′k we have

ex ⊗ ey ̸= 0 if and only if j = j ′. Hence, an orthonormal basis for pi X (C)⊗ X (D)pk is given by
{ex ⊗ ey | x ∈ X i j , y ∈ Y jk, j ∈ J }. The cardinality of this basis is clearly equal to (C D)ik , so the proof
is concluded. □

The following definition of shift equivalence of C*-correspondences first appeared in [22].

Definition 3.4. Let E and F be C*-correspondences over A and B respectively. We say that E and F are:

(1) Shift equivalent with lag m if there are m ∈ N \ {0}, an A-B correspondence R and a B -A correspon-
dence S, together with unitary isomorphisms

E⊗m ∼= R ⊗ S, F⊗m ∼= S ⊗ R,

S ⊗ E ∼= F ⊗ S, E ⊗ R ∼= R ⊗ F.

(2) Elementary shift related if they are shift equivalent with lag 1.

(3) Strong shift equivalent if they are equivalent in the transitive closure of the elementary shift relation.

The following shows that shift equivalence between two C*-correspondences generalizes shift equiva-
lence of adjacency matrices.

Proposition 3.5. Let A and B be matrices with cardinal entries, indexed by sets V and W. Then, A and B
are shift equivalent if and only if X (A) and X (B) are shift equivalent.

Proof. By Proposition 3.3 we see that if A and B are shift equivalent with lag m via matrices C and D,
then the C*-correspondences X (A) and X (B) are shift equivalent with lag m via the C*-correspondences
X (C) and X (D).
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Conversely, suppose R and S are c0(V )-c0(W ) and c0(W )-c0(V ) correspondences implementing shift
equivalence of lag m for X (A) and X (B). By Proposition 3.2 there are a V × W matrix C and W × V
matrix D with unitary isomorphisms R ∼= X (C) and S ∼= X (D). Hence, the uniqueness portion in
Proposition 3.2 guarantees that C and D implement a shift equivalence of A and B with lag m. □

Every path isomorphism φ : E A → EB induces a unitary isomorphism 8 : X (A)→ X (B) by setting
8(ξ)(v,w, α) = ξ(φ−1(v,w, α)). However, the converse is in general false; it is easy to construct a
unitary isomorphism U : X (A) → X (B) for which there is no path isomorphism φ : E A → EB such
that U is the induced unitary isomorphism from φ. The point of Proposition 3.5 is that we only need
to find some path isomorphisms for each one of the four relations appearing in the definition of shift
equivalence, and not necessarily path isomorphisms which induce the same four isomorphisms we started
with at the level of C*-correspondences.

Remark 3.6. From considerations similar to the above we see that strong shift equivalence of matrices
implies the strong shift equivalence of their associated C*-correspondences. The converse, however, is
unknown.

Next we discuss Cuntz–Pimsner algebras and Pimsner dilations. More material on Cuntz–Pimsner
algebras, with a special emphasis on C*-correspondences of graphs, can be found in [41, Chapter 8].
We note immediately that what we call a rigged representation here is often referred to as an isometric
representation in the literature (see [36]).

Definition 3.7. Let E be a C*-correspondence from A to B, and C some C*-algebra. A rigged repre-
sentation of E is a triple (πA, πB, t) such that πA : A → C and πB : B → C are *-homomorphisms and
t : E → C is a linear map such that

(1) πB(b)t (ξ)πA(a)= t (b · ξ · a) for a ∈ A, b ∈ B and ξ ∈ E ,

(2) t (ξ)∗t (η)= πA(⟨ξ, η⟩).

We say that (πA, πB, t) is injective if both πA and πB are injective *-homomorphisms. We denote by
C∗(πA, πB, t) the C*-algebra generated by the images of πA, πB and t .

We will mostly be concerned with the situation where A = B and πA = πB, in which case we will
define π := πA = πB, and refer to the representation as a pair (π, t), and the generated C*-algebra by
C∗(π, t).

Now let E be a C*-correspondence over A. The Toeplitz–Pimsner algebra T (E) is then the universal
C*-algebra generated by a rigged representation of E . Universality of T (E) implies that it comes equipped
with a point-norm continuous gauge action γ : T → Aut(T (E)) given by

γz(π(a))= π(a) and γz(t (ξ))= z · t (ξ) for z ∈ T, ξ ∈ E, a ∈ A.

Toeplitz–Pimsner algebras have a canonical quotient, also known as the Cuntz–Pimsner algebra, which
was originally defined by Pimsner in [40] and refined by Katsura in [24].

Definition 3.8. For a C*-correspondence E over A, we define Katsura’s ideal JE in A by

JE := {a ∈ A | φE(a) ∈ K(E) and ab = 0 for all b ∈ kerφE }.
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For a rigged representation (π, t) of a C*-correspondence E over A, it is known there is a well-defined
*-homomorphism ψt : K(E)→ C∗(π, t) given by ψt(θξ,η)= t (ξ)t (η)∗ for ξ, η ∈ E (see for instance [21,
Lemma 2.2]).

Definition 3.9. A rigged representation (π, t) is said to be covariant if π(a)= ψt(φE(a)) for all a ∈ JE .

The Cuntz–Pimsner algebra O(E) is then the universal C*-algebra generated by a covariant repre-
sentation of E . Suppose now that (π, t) and (π̄, t̄ ) are universal rigged and covariant representations
respectively, so that T (E)= C∗(π, t) and O(E)= C∗(π̄, t̄ ). We denote by JE the kernel of the natural
quotient map from T (E) onto O(E), which is the ideal generated by elements of the form π(a)−ψt(φE(a))
for a ∈ JE . Since the ideal JE is gauge-invariant, we see there is an induced point-norm continuous circle
action γ : T → Aut(O(E)) given by

γz(π(a))= π(a) and γz(t (ξ))= z · t (ξ) for z ∈ T, ξ ∈ E, a ∈ A.

It follows that O(E) then becomes a Z-graded C*-algebra, with its n-th graded component given by
O(E)n := {c ∈ O(E) | γz(c) = zn

· c}. By [42, Theorem 3] we see that there is a bijective correspon-
dence between topologically Z-graded C∗-algebras, with graded *-homomorphisms and C∗-algebras
equipped with a circle action, together with equivariant *-homomorphisms. In particular, an isomorphism
ϕ : O(E)→ O(F) between two Cuntz–Pimsner algebras is equivariant if and only if it is graded.

Example 3.10. When G = (V, E) is a directed graph we know that the graph C*-algebra C∗(G) coincides
with the Cuntz–Pimsner algebra of the correspondence X (AE) by an isomorphism that intertwines the
gauge action of C∗(G) and the gauge action of O(X (AE)). See [41, Section 8] for more details.

Definition 3.11. Let E, F be C*-correspondences over A and B, respectively. Denote by γ E and γ F

the gauge actions on O(E) and O(F) respectively. We say that O(E) and O(F) are equivariantly stably
isomorphic if there is a ∗-isomorphism ϕ :O(E)⊗K →O(F)⊗K such that ϕ ◦(γ E

z ⊗ id)= (γ F
z ⊗ id)◦ϕ

for every z ∈ T.

Equivariant stable isomorphisms arise naturally in the classification of groupoid C*-algebras, but
always in a way which respects diagonal subalgebras. For instance in [7], equivariant stable isomorphisms
which respect diagonal subalgebras are characterized in terms of isomorphisms of graded groupoids. We
will get back to such isomorphisms in Section 6.

The following definition is similar to Definition 3.1, and we will provide a precise distinction between
the two in the remark that follows.

Definition 3.12. Suppose E and F are C*-correspondences over C*-algebras A and B respectively. We
say that E and F are unitarily isomorphic (denoted by E ∼= F) if there exist a surjective, isometric map
U : E → F and a *-isomorphism ρ : A → B such that U (b · ξ · a)= ρ(b) · U (ξ) · ρ(a) for all a, b ∈ A,
ξ ∈ E .

Remark 3.13. Suppose now that E and F are C*-correspondences over C*-algebras A and B respectively,
and that U : E → F is a unitary isomorphism implemented by a *-isomorphism ρ : A → B. By the
discussion in [9, Subsection 2.1] we may “twist” the C*-correspondence F to a C*-correspondence Fρ
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over A so that U : E → Fρ becomes a unitary isomorphism as in Definition 3.1. More precisely, the new
operations on Fρ are given by

⟨ξ, η⟩ρ := ρ−1(⟨ξ, η⟩B) for ξ, η ∈ F,

a · ξ = ρ(a) · ξ and ξ · a := ξ · ρ(a) for all ξ ∈ F and a ∈ A,

and the identity map idρF : F → Fρbecomes a unitary isomorphism as in Definition 3.12. Then, the
isometric surjection idρF ◦ U is a unitary isomorphism as in Definition 3.1. Hence, we can go back and
forth between the two definitions of unitary isomorphism.

We warn the reader that unitary isomorphism as in Definition 3.12 is not the same as having an isometric
surjection U implemented via two potentially different *-isomorphisms ρ1 : A → B and ρ2 : A → B
in the sense that U (b · ξ · a) = ρ1(a)U (ξ)ρ2(b) for a, b ∈ A. We also note that whenever one of our
C*-correspondences has possibly different left and right coefficient C*-algebras, we only consider one
notion of unitary isomorphism, which is the one in Definition 3.1.

In what follows, we say that M is an imprimitivity A-B correspondence (from B to A) if it is full and
its left action φM is a ∗-isomorphism onto K(E). The following was introduced by Muhly and Solel [36]
in their study of tensor algebras of C*-correspondences.

Definition 3.14. Let E and F be C*-correspondences over C*-algebras A and B respectively. We say that
E and F are strongly Morita equivalent if there are an imprimitivity A-B bimodule M and an isometric
surjective linear map U : E ⊗ M → M ⊗ F such that for every ξ ∈ E ⊗ M , a ∈ A and b ∈ B we have
U (aξb)= aU (ξ)b.

When M is an imprimitivity A-B-bimodule, there is an “inverse” imprimitivity B -A-bimodule M∗

satisfying M ⊗ M∗ ∼= A and M∗
⊗ M ∼= B. If moreover A = B, it follows from [1, Theorem 2.9] that the

Z-graded components of O(M) are given for n ∈ N by

• O(M)n ∼= M⊗n for n > 0,

• O(M)0 ∼= A, and

• O(M)n ∼= (M⊗n)∗ for n < 0.

Proposition 3.15. Let E and F be C*-correspondences over C*-algebras A and B respectively. If E
and F are unitarily equivalent, then O(E) and O(F) are equivariantly isomorphic. If moreover E and F
are imprimitivity bimodules, then E and F are unitarily equivalent if and only if O(E) and O(F) are
equivariantly isomorphic.

Proof. Let (π̄, t̄ ) be a universal covariant representation for O(E). Assume that E and F are unitarily
equivalent. By the implication (1)⇒ (4) of [10, Corollary 3.5] we get that T (E) and T (F) are graded
isomorphic, and hence equivariantly isomorphic. Then, [10, Theorem 3.1] gives rise to an induced
isomorphism between O(E) and O(F), which is actually equivariant since the ideals JE and JF are
gauge-invariant.

Conversely, if E and F are imprimitivity bimodules, and ϕ : O(E)→ O(F) is an equivariant isomor-
phism, then ϕ is Z-graded, and we get that the restriction U := ϕ|O(E)1 : O(E)1 → O(F)1 is an isometric
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O(E)0-O(F)0 bimodule isomorphism, implemented by the ∗-isomorphism ρ :=ϕ|O(E)0 :O(E)0 →O(F)0.
From the identifications in the discussion preceding the theorem, we get that E and F are unitarily
isomorphic. □

Given a C*-correspondence E over A, we may form the external minimal tensor product E ⊗K, which
is a C*-correspondence over A⊗ K as defined in [30, p. 34]. A consequence of [10, Proposition 2.10]
is that O(E ⊗ K) is canonically isomorphic to O(E) ⊗ K via a map induced by the representation
(π̄ ⊗ id, t̄ ⊗ id).

Corollary 3.16. Let E and F be C*-correspondences over C*-algebras A and B respectively. If E ⊗ K

and F ⊗K are unitarily equivalent, then O(E) and O(F) are equivariantly stably isomorphic. If moreover
E and F are imprimitivity bimodules, then E ⊗ K and F ⊗ K are unitarily equivalent if and only if O(E)
and O(F) are equivariantly stably isomorphic.

Proof. Since E ⊗ K and F ⊗ K are unitarily equivalent, by Proposition 3.15 we get that O(E ⊗ K) ∼=

O(F ⊗ K) equivariantly.
Suppose now that (π̄, t̄ ) is a universal covariant representation of E . By [10, Proposition 2.10], we get

that the representation (π̄ ⊗ id, t̄ ⊗ id) induces an isomorphism ρ̄ : O(E ⊗ K)→ O(E)⊗ K satisfying
ρ̄(ξ ⊗ K )= t̄(ξ)⊗ K for every ξ ∈ E and K ∈ K. Hence ρ̄ must be equivariant. It is similarly shown
that O(F ⊗ K)∼= O(F)⊗ K equivariantly. Hence, we get equivariantly that

O(E)⊗ K ∼= O(E ⊗ K)∼= O(F ⊗ K)∼= O(F)⊗ K.

With this, we obtain the first part of our result.
Conversely, if moreover E and F are imprimitivity bimodules, then so are E ⊗ K and F ⊗ K. Thus,

we are done by Proposition 3.15 and the above identifications. □

Let E be a C*-correspondence over a C*-algebra A, and (π̄, t̄ ) a universal covariant representation
of E . We denote by

A∞ = O(E)0 = span{π̄(A), ψt̄m (K(E⊗m)) | m ≥ 1}

the fixed point algebra of O(E) under the gauge action γ . It is well known that A∞ is the direct limit of
C*-subalgebras An given by

An = span{π̄(A), ψt̄m (K(E⊗m)) | 1 ≤ m ≤ n}.

When E has an injective left action, we get that An =ψt̄n (K(E⊗m)) for each n ∈ N, and we define En :=

t̄(E)An inside O(E). Then, En becomes a C*-correspondence from An to An+1, where the left action
of An+1 is defined by left multiplication in O(E). By taking the direct limit E∞ := t̄(E) ·A∞ =

⋃
∞

n=1 En ,
we obtain a C*-correspondence over A∞ called the Pimsner dilation of E .

It was shown by Pimsner in [40, Theorem 2.5(2)] that the identification E ⊗A∞
∼= E∞ gives rise to

an equivariant ∗-injection T (E)→ T (E∞), which then induces an equivariant isomorphism O(E) ∼=

O(E∞) between the quotients. When E is also regular and full, the C*-correspondence E∞ becomes an
imprimitivity bimodule.
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Theorem 3.17. Let E and F be regular and full C*-correspondences over σ -unital C*-algebras A and B
respectively. Then, O(E) and O(F) are equivariantly stably isomorphic if and only if E∞ and F∞ are
strong Morita equivalent.

Proof. Since E and F are regular and full, we get that E∞ and F∞ are imprimitivity bimodules. Hence,
by Corollary 3.16 we get that O(E) and O(F) are equivariantly stably isomorphic if and only if E∞ ⊗ K

and F∞ ⊗ K are unitarily isomorphic.
Since A and B are σ -unital C*-algebras, so are A∞ and B∞. Hence, every strong Morita equivalence M

for E∞ and F∞ must be a σ -TRO in the sense of [13, p. 6], so that a combination of [13, Theorem 5.2]
and [13, Proposition 3.1] shows that E∞ ⊗ K and F∞ ⊗ K are unitarily equivalent if and only if E∞

and F∞ are strongly Morita equivalent. □

It is important to say a few words about the assumptions in Theorem 3.17 and what they mean for
C*-correspondences of adjacency matrices with entries in N. Suppose A is a square adjacency matrix
with entries in N, and indexed by a set V. First note that V is countable if and only if c0(V ) is σ -unital if
and only if C∗(GA)0 is σ -unital. Moreover, by [41, Proposition 8.8] the following hold:

(1) A has finitely supported rows if and only if GA has finite out-degrees, if and only if the left action of
X (A) has image in K(X (A)).

(2) A has no zero rows if and only if GA has no sinks, if and only if X (A) has an injective left action.

(3) A has no zero columns if and only if GA has no sources, if and only if X (A) is full.

So we see that in order to apply Theorem 3.17 to X (A), we must verify that A is over a countable
set V, has finitely supported rows and is essential. In this case, Theorem 3.17 shows that the existence of
an equivariant stable isomorphism between graph C*-algebras C∗(GA) and C∗(G B) coincides with the
existence of a strong Morita equivalence of the Pimsner dilations X (A)∞ and X (B)∞.

4. Compatible shift equivalence

In this section we introduce and study compatible shift equivalence, which is formulated in terms of
adjacency matrices and path isomorphisms. We show that it is indeed an equivalence relation, and that
strong shift equivalence implies compatible shift equivalence. In what follows, for a matrix A we write
idA to mean idE A .

Definition 4.1. Let A and B be matrices indexed by V and W respectively, with entries in N. Suppose
there are a lag m ∈ N \ {0} and matrices R over V × W and S over W × V with entries in N together
with path isomorphisms

φR : E A × ER → ER × EB, φS : EB × ES → ES × E A,

ψA : ER × ES → Em
A , ψB : ES × ER → Em

B .

We say that R and S are compatible if

φ
(m)
R = (idR ×ψB)(ψ

−1
A × idR), φ

(m)
S = (idS ×ψA)(ψ

−1
B × idS), (4-1)
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where
φ
(m)
R := (φR × idBm−1)(idA ×φR × idBm−2) · · · (idAm−1 ×φR),

φ
(m)
S := (φS × idAm−1)(idB ×φS × idAm−2) · · · (idBm−1 ×φS).

Finally, we say that A and B are compatibly shift equivalent if they are shift equivalent via a compatible
pair of matrices R and S.

The following lemma shows that certain relations between the maps φR, φS, ψA, ψB are automatic
when R and S are compatible.

Lemma 4.2. Suppose A and B are essential matrices over V and W respectively, with entries in N.
Suppose A and B are compatibly shift equivalent with lag m, matrices R and S, and path isomorphisms
φR, φS , ψA, ψB . Then

(ψA × idA)(idR ×φS)= (idA ×ψA)(φ
−1
R × idS),

(ψB × idB)(idS ×φR)= (idB ×ψB)(φ
−1
S × idR).

Proof. First note that by compatible shift equivalence we have that

(ψA × idR × idS)= (φ
(m)
R × idS)

−1(idR ×ψB × idS)

= (φ
(m)
R × idS)

−1(idR ×φ
(m)
S )−1(idR × idS ×ψA).

However, since

(ψA × idR × idS)(idR × idS ×ψ−1
A )= (idAm ×ψ−1

A )(ψA × idAm ),

we actually get that

(ψA × idAm )= (idAm ×ψA)(φ
(m)
R × idS)

−1(idR ×φ
(m)
S )−1. (4-2)

Now let (r, s, a) ∈ ER × ES × E A. Define r0 = r , s0 = s and a0 = a. Since A is essential, we can
find a1, . . . , am, am+1, . . . , a2m−1 ∈ E A so that a0a1 · · · amam+1 · · · · ·a2m−1 ∈ Em+1

A . We may then define
inductively rk ∈ ER , sk ∈ ES and a′

k ∈ E A for 0 ≤ k ≤ 2m − 1 so that

(φ−1
R × idS)(idR ×φ−1

S )(rk, sk, ak)= (a′

k, rk+1, sk+1).

From (4-2) we get that ψA(r0, s0) = a′

0 · · · a′

m−1, that ψA(r1, s1) = a′

1 · · · a′
m and that a0 · · · am−1 =

ψA(rm, sm)= a′
m · · · a′

2m−1. In particular, we see that a = a0 = a′
m .

To prove the first equality in the statement, we compute

(idA×ψA)(φ
−1
R ×idS)(idR ×φ−1

S )(r, s, a)= (idA×ψ)(a′

0, r1, s1)

= a′

0a′

1 · · · a′

m = ψA(r, s)a′

m = ψA(r, s)a = (ψA×id)(r, s, a).

This shows that (idA ×ψA)(φ
−1
R × idS)(idR × φ−1

S ) = (ψA × id), which is then equivalent to the first
equality (ψA × idA)(idR ◦φS)= (idA ×ψA)(φ

−1
R × idS). A symmetric argument works to show the second

equality as well. □
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Remark 4.3. Notice from the proof that we also get that ψA and ψB are uniquely determined by φR

and φS . Indeed, from (4-2) we get that

(ψA ×ψ−1
A )= (φ

(m)
R × idS)

−1(idR ×φ
(m)
S )−1,

so that compressing to the first part yields back ψA. A similar argument then works for ψB as well.

Proposition 4.4. Compatible shift equivalence is an equivalence relation on the collection of essential
matrices with entries in N.

Proof. That compatible shift equivalence is reflexive and symmetric is clear. Thus, we need to show
transitivity.

Let A, B and C be essential matrices over N. Suppose that A and B are compatibly shift equivalent
with lag m, matrices R, S and path isomorphisms ψA, ψB , φR , φS , while B and C are compatibly shift
equivalent with lag m′, matrices R′, S′ and path isomorphisms ψ ′

B, ψ
′

C , φR′, φS′ . We claim that A and C
are compatibly shift equivalent with lag m + m′, matrices R R′, S′S and path isomorphisms ψ ′

A, ψC ,
φR R′ , φS′S given by

ψ ′

A := (idAm′ ×ψA)((φ
(m′)
R )−1

× idS)(idR ×ψ ′

B × idS),

ψC := (idCm ×ψ ′

C)((φ
(m)
S′ )

−1
× idR′)(idS′ ×ψB × idR′),

φR R′ := (idR ×φR′)(φR × idR′),

φS′S := (idS ×φS′)(φS × idS′).

It is easy to see that R R′S′S = Am+m′

, S′S R R′
= Cm+m′

, R R′C = AR R′ and C S′S = S′S A. Moreover,
it is clear that ψ ′

A, ψC , φR R′ , φS′S are path isomorphisms. Thus, in order to show that the above data
yields a compatible shift equivalence, we need only show

φ
(m+m′)
R R′ (ψ ′

A × idR R′)= idR R′ ×ψC ,

φ
(m+m′)
S′S (ψC × idS′S)= idS′S ×ψ ′

A.

We will show the first of these equalities, and the second will follow from a symmetric argument.
First, let r1r ′

1s ′sr2r ′

2 ∈ ER R′ × ES′S × ER R′ , and define

µAr3 := (φ
(m′)
R )−1(r1ψ

′

B(r
′

1s ′)) and r ′

3µC := φ
(m)
R′ (ψB(sr2)r ′

2). (4-3)
Then we get that

ψ ′

A(r1r ′

1s ′s)= (idAm ×ψA)((φ
(m)
R )−1

× idS)(r1ψ
′

B(r
′s ′)s)

= (idAm ×ψA)(µAr3s)= µAψA(r3s),

and from Lemma 4.2 we also get that

ψC(s ′sr2r ′

2)= (idCm ×ψ ′

C)((φ
(m)
S′ )

−1
× idR′)(s ′ψB(sr2)r ′

2)

= (ψ ′

C × idCm )(idS′ ×φ
(m)
R′ )(s ′ψB(sr2)r ′

2)= ψ ′

C(s
′r ′

3)µC .

Thus, together we obtain

ψ ′

A(r1r ′

1s ′s)= µAψA(r3s) and ψC(s ′sr2r ′

2)= ψ ′

C(s
′r ′

3)µC . (4-4)
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Next, from compatibility we also get

φ
(m)
R (ψA(r3s)r2)= r3ψB(sr2) and φ

(m)
R′ (ψ

′

B(r
′

1s ′)r ′

3)= r ′

1ψ
′

C(s
′r ′

3). (4-5)

Combining (4-3), (4-4), (4-5), we compute

φ
(m+m′)
R R′ (ψ ′

A × idR R′)(r1r ′

1s ′sr2r ′

2)= φ
(m+m′)
R R′ (µAψA(r3s)r2r ′

2)

= (idR ×φ
(m+m′)
R′ )(φ

(m+m′)
R × idR′)(µAψA(r3s)r2r ′

2)

= (idR ×φ
(m+m′)
R′ )(φ

(m′)
R × idBm × idR′)(µAr3ψB(sr2)r ′

2)

= (idR ×φ
(m+m′)
R′ )(r1ψ

′

B(r
′

1s ′)ψB(sr2)r ′

2)

= (idR ×φ
(m′)
R′ × idCm )(r1ψ

′

B(r
′

1s ′)r ′

3µC)

= r1r ′

1ψ
′

C(s
′r ′

3)µC

= r1r ′

1ψC(s ′sr2r ′

2)

= (idR R′ ×ψC)(r1r ′

1s ′sr2r ′

2).

Thus, we have shown φ(m+m′)
R R′ (ψ ′

A × idR R′)= idR R′ ×ψC as desired. □

Corollary 4.5. Let A and B be essential matrices over V and W respectively, with entries in N. If A
and B are strong shift equivalent, then they are compatibly shift equivalent.

Proof. By Proposition 4.4 we know that compatible shift equivalence is an equivalence relation. Hence, it
will suffice to show that if A and B are elementary shift related via R and S, then R and S are compatible.

Since A and B are elementary shift related via R and S, we have that A = RS and B = S R. So choose
some path isomorphisms ψA : ER × ES → E A and ψB : ES × ES → EB and define

φR : E A × ER → ER × E A and φS : EB × ES → ES × E A

by setting φR := (idR × ψB)(ψ
−1
A × idR) and φS := (idS × ψA)(ψ

−1
B × idS). Since the lag is m = 1,

compatibility follows by definition of φR and φS . □

Remark 4.6. When A and B are essential matrices with entries in N over V and W respectively, it can be
shown directly that compatible shift equivalence implies conjugacy of (X E A , σE A) and (X EB , σEB ) with a
formula for the homeomorphism h : X E A → X EB which implements the conjugacy. Thus, by Williams’
theorem, it follows that A and B are strong shift equivalent. We skip the argument here, because it will
follow from Theorem 7.3 that the converse of Corollary 4.5 holds.

5. Representable shift equivalence

Our goal in this section is to determine when a shift equivalence between two matrices can be represented
as operators on Hilbert space. This leads to the notion of representable shift equivalence. We show that
compatible shift equivalence implies representable shift equivalence, and that a representation of shift
equivalence can be chosen so that the graph C*-algebras act faithfully on the Hilbert space.
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Let A and B be matrices over N indexed by V and W respectively, and suppose that R and S are
matrices over N indexed by V × W and W × V respectively. To ease some of our notation, we define two
matrices indexed by V ⊔ W,

C =

[
A 0
0 B

]
and D =

[
0 R
S 0

]
,

so that A and B are shift equivalent with lag m via R and S if and only if

C D = DC and D2
= Cm .

From shift equivalence, there exist path isomorphisms

φR : E A × ER → ER × EB, φS : EB × ES → ES × E A,

ψA : ER × ES → Em
A , ψB : ES × ER → Em

B .

We may define path isomorphisms φ : EC × ED → ED × EC and ψ : E2
D → Em

C given by

ψ =

[
ψA 0
0 ψB

]
and φ =

[
0 φR

φS 0

]
.

Conversely, all path isomorphisms φ : EC × ED → ED × EC and ψ : E2
D → Em

C must be of the above form
for some path isomorphisms φR, φS, ψA, ψB as above. Hence, we see that A and B are compatibly shift
equivalent with lag m via R and S if and only if there exist path isomorphisms φ : EC × ED → ED × EC

and ψ : E2
D → Em

C such that
φ(m) = (idD ×ψ)(ψ−1

× idD), (5-1)

where φ(m) : Em
C × ED → ED × Em

C is the path isomorphism given by

φ(m) := (φ× idCm−1)(idC ×φ× idCm−2) · · · (idCm−1 ×φ).

The following is the natural way to represent shift equivalence as bounded operators on Hilbert space,
via some choice of path isomorphisms as above.

Definition 5.1. Let A and B be square matrices indexed by V and W respectively, with entries in N. Let
m ∈ N \ {0} and suppose there are matrices R over V × W and S over W × V with entries in N for which
there exist path isomorphisms

φ : EC × ED → ED × EC and ψ : E2
D → Em

C .

We say that R and S are representable via φ and ψ if there are Cuntz–Krieger families (Pv, Sc) for GC

and (Pv, Td) for GD on the same Hilbert space H with Pv ̸= 0 for all v ∈ V ⊔ W such that

Td1d2 = Sc1···cm , when ψ(d1d2)= c1 · · · cm for d1d2 ∈ E2
D, (5-2)

ScTd = Td ′ Sc′, when φ(cd)= d ′c′ for cd ∈ EC × ED. (5-3)

We say that A and B are representable shift equivalent if there are R and S and φ and ψ as above so that
R and S are representable via φ and ψ .
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Remark 5.2. When A and B both have no zero columns we may define R and S to be representable via
φ and ψ by specifying a priori separate Cuntz–Krieger families (Sv, Sc) for GC and (Tw, Td) for GD . It
then follows from (5-2) that Sv = Tv for every v ∈ V ⊔ W. Indeed, since no vertex is a source, for every
v ∈ V there exists c1 · · · cm ∈ Em

C with r(cm)= v, so we may take ψ−1(c1 · · · cm)= d1d2 with d1d2 ∈ E2
D

and r(d2)= v. So that
Sv = S∗

c1···cm
Sc1···cm = T ∗

d1d2
Td1d2 = Tv.

Proposition 5.3. Let A and B be essential matrices indexed by V and W respectively, with entries in N

and finitely supported rows. Suppose there are a lag m ∈ N \ {0} and matrices R over V × W and S over
W × V with entries in N, and path isomorphisms

φR : E A × ER → ER × EB, φS : EB × ES → ES × E A,

ψA : ER × ES → Em
A , ψB : ES × ER → Em

B
such that

(ψA × idA)(idR ×φS)= (idA ×ψA)(φ
−1
R × idS) (5-4)

and
φ
(m)
S = (idS ×ψA)(ψ

−1
B × idS). (5-5)

Then R and S are representable via φ and ψ .

Proof. Let X+

ED
be the one-sided subshift for GD = (V ⊔ W, ED), and let {ex}x∈X+

ED
be an orthonormal

basis for ℓ2(X+

ED
). We denote by V X+

ED
and W X+

ED
the clopen subsets of those x ∈ X+

ED
such that

s(x) ∈ V and s(x) ∈ W respectively. We then have the homeomorphisms ψ∞

A : V X+

ED
→ X+

E A
and

ψ∞

B : W X+

ED
→ X+

EB
given by

ψ∞

A (r0s0r1s1 · · · )= ψA(r0s0)ψA(r1s1) · · · ,

ψ∞

B (s0r0s1r1 · · · )= ψB(s0r0)ψB(s1r1) · · ·

for ri ∈ ER and si ∈ ES .
We define Pv for v ∈ V ⊔ W by

Pv(ex)=

{
ex if v = s(x),
0 otherwise.

For a ∈ E A and x ∈ X+

ED
, define Sa via

Sa(ex)=

{
ey if r(a)= s(x),
0 otherwise,

where y := (ψ∞

A )
−1(aψ∞

A (r0s0r1s1 · · · )) when we write x = r0s0 · · · for elements ri ∈ ER and si ∈ ES

in case that r(a)= s(x).
For b ∈ EB and x ∈ X+

ED
, define Sb via

Sb(ex)=

{
ey if r(b)= s(x),
0 otherwise,

where y := (idS ×ψ∞

A )
−1(φS(bs0)ψ

∞

A (r0s1r1s2 · · · )) when we write x = s0r0 · · · for elements si ∈ ES ,
ri ∈ ER in the case that r(b)= s(x).
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Finally, we define for d ∈ ED the operator Td via

Td(ex)=

{
edx if r(d)= s(x),
0 otherwise.

It is straightforward to verify that (Pv, Td) is a Cuntz–Krieger family for GD. So we first verify
that (Pv, Sc) is a Cuntz–Krieger family for GC . Since concatenation for Sa is done simply through
the homeomorphism ψ∞

A , it is easy to show that, for a ∈ E A or v ∈ V, we have S∗
a Sa = Pr(a) and∑

s(e)=v Se S∗
e = Pv . Now, to show the same for b ∈ EB , for y = s ′

0r ′

0s ′

1r ′

1 · · · , when s ′

i ∈ ES and r ′

i ∈ ER

we write (idB × idS ×ψ∞

A )
−1(φ−1

S × id)(s ′

0ψ
∞

A (r
′

0s ′

1r ′

1 · · · ))= b′s0r0 · · · for b′
∈ EB , si ∈ ES , ri ∈ ER ,

so that
S∗

b (ey)=

{
es0r0··· if r(b)= s(x), b = b′,

0 otherwise.

From this formula it follows that S∗

b Sb = Pr(b), and that for w ∈ W we have
∑

s(e)=w Se S∗
e = Pw. Thus,

we see that (Pv, Sc) is a Cuntz–Krieger family for GC . Since clearly Pv ̸= 0 for every v ∈ V ⊔ W, we are
left with verifying (5-2) and (5-3).

It is clear from the definition of Sa for a ∈ E A that for r ∈ ER and s ∈ ES we have Trs = Sa1···am when
ψA(rs)= a1 · · · am . We next show that SbTs = Ts′ Sa when φS(bs)= s ′a for b ∈ EB and s ∈ ES . Indeed,
let x ∈ X+

ED
with s(x) ∈ V, and write x = r0s0 · · · so that SbTs(ex)= ez and Ts′ Sa(ex)= ez′ , where

z = (idS ×ψ∞

A )
−1φS(bs)ψ∞

A (r0s0 · · · ),

z′
= s ′(ψ∞

A )
−1(aψ∞

A (r0s0 · · · )).

Since φ(bs)= s ′a, it follows that z = z′, so that SbTs = Ts′ Sa .
Next, we show that Tsr = Sb1···bm when ψB(sr)= b1 · · · bm . Indeed, let x ∈ X+

ED
with s(x) ∈ W, and

write x = s0r0 · · · . Then we have that Sb1···bm (ex)= ez , where

z = (idS ×ψ∞

A )
−1(φ

(m)
S (b1 · · · bms0)ψ

∞

A (r0s1 · · · )).

From (5-5) it follows that
z = (ψB)

−1(b1 · · · bm)s0r0s1 · · · .

Thus, we see that if ψB(sr)= b1 · · · bm , then Tsr = Sb1···bm .
Finally, we show that when φR(ar)= r ′b we have SaTr = Tr ′ Sb. Indeed, let x ∈ X+

ED
with s(x) ∈ W,

and write x = s0r0 · · · so that SaTr (ex)= ez and Tr ′ Sb(ex)= ez′ , where

z = (ψ∞

A )
−1(aψ∞

A (rs0r0 · · · )),

z′
= r ′(idS ×ψ∞

A )
−1(φS(bs0)ψ

∞

A (r0s1r1 · · · )).

But by (5-4) and the fact that φR(ar)= r ′b we get

z′
= (ψ∞

A )
−1(idA ×ψA)(φ

−1
R × idS)(r ′bs0)ψ

∞

A (r0s1r1 · · · )

= (ψ∞

A )
−1(idA ×ψA)(ars0 ·ψ∞

A (r0s1r1 · · · ))= (ψ∞

A )
−1(aψ∞

A (rs0r0 · · · ))= z.

Hence, we get that z′
= z, so that SaTr = Tr ′ Sb. Thus, we have shown that R and S are representable via

φ and ψ . □
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Remark 5.4. We note that for two essential matrices A and B with entries in N to be representable shift
equivalent, we need only know the validity of the two asymmetric equations (5-4) and (5-5), as opposed
to the symmetric equations in (4-1).

Using Szymański’s uniqueness theorem [44, Theorem 1.2], we can upgrade a representation of a shift
equivalence to be injective in the following sense.

Corollary 5.5. Let A and B be essential matrices indexed by V and W respectively, with entries in N

and finitely supported rows. Suppose that A and B are compatibly shift equivalent via R and S and path
isomorphisms φ and ψ . Then R and S are representable via φ and ψ . In fact, there are Cuntz–Krieger
families (Pv, Sc) for GC and (Pv, Td) for GD satisfying (5-2) and (5-3) so that both of the canonical
surjections qC : C∗(GC)→ C∗(Pv, Sc) and qD : C∗(GD)→ C∗(Pv, Td) are injective.

Proof. From Lemma 4.2 we know (5-4) holds. Since (5-5) holds by definition, by Proposition 5.3 there
are Cuntz–Krieger families S := (Pv, Sc) for GC and T := (Pv, Td) for GD satisfying (5-2) and (5-3).

Let z ∈ T be some unimodular scalar. Then we may define two operator families S(z) := (Pv, z · Sc)

and T (z)
:= (Pv, T (z)

d ), where

T (z)
d :=

{
Td if d ∈ ER,

zm
· Td if d ∈ ES.

Then clearly S(z) and T (z) are Cuntz–Krieger families satisfying (5-2) and (5-3).
Let (zn)n∈N be a countable dense subset of T. We take S′

:=
⊕

∞

n=1 S(zn) and T ′
:=

⊕
∞

n=1 T (zn), which
are still Cuntz–Krieger families satisfying (5-2) and (5-3). By Szymański’s uniqueness theorem [44,
Theorem 1.2], it suffices to show that for every cycle c1 · · · cℓ without exits in GC , and every cycle
d1 · · · d2t without exits in GD (which is necessarily of even length since GD is bipartite), the spectrum of
the operators Sc1···cℓ and Td1···d2t contains the entire unit circle.

Since Sc1···cℓ and Td1···d2t are unitaries on the ranges of Ps(c1) and Ps(d1) respectively, each of their
spectra must contain some element in the unit circle. But since for every n ∈ N we have that zℓn · Sc1···cℓ is
a direct summand of S′

c1···cℓ , and zm·t
n · Td1···d2t is a direct summand of T ′

d1···d2t
, we see that the spectra of

S′
c1···cℓ and T ′

d1···d2t
both contain a dense subset of T, and hence T itself. Thus, by Szymański’s uniqueness

theorem we get that the canonical surjections C∗(GC) → C∗(P ′
v, S′

c) and C∗(GD) → C∗(P ′
v, T ′

d) are
injective. □

Remark 5.6. Suppose we have two essential matrices A and B with entries in N indexed by V and W
respectively, and that R, S are matrices that comprise a representable shift equivalence of lag m via path
isomorphisms φ and ψ . It can be shown directly that A and B are compatible shift equivalent with lag m
via R and S, together with the 1-1 and 2-2 corners of ψ and the 1-2 and 2-1 corners of φ. We skip the
proof since representable shift equivalence implies compatible shift equivalence by Theorem 7.3.

6. Strong Morita shift equivalence

In this section we introduce and study strong Morita shift equivalence. This equivalence relation is
expressed in terms of a specific strong Morita equivalence between Pimsner dilations and is implied by
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representable shift equivalence. Strong Morita shift equivalence turns out to imply the existence of a
stable equivariant isomorphism of graph C*-algebras that also preserves the diagonal subalgebras.

Suppose A and B are essential matrices over N indexed by V and W respectively and have finitely
supported rows. Suppose there are matrices R and S with entries in N, and let C and D be as described
in the previous section. Suppose further that we (only) have a path isomorphism ψ : E2

D → Em
C , which is

then the direct sum of path isomorphisms

ψA : ER × ES → Em
A and ψB : ES × ER → Em

B .

Now let (Sv, Sc) be a CK family that generates the graph C*-algebra C∗(GC)= C∗(GA)⊕ C∗(G B)

of GC , and let (Tv, Td) be a CK family that generates the graph C*-algebra C∗(GD). We define

AC
n := span{SλS∗

λ′ | λ, λ
′
∈ En

C , r(λ) ∈ V }, BC
n := span{SλS∗

λ′ | λ, λ
′
∈ En

C , r(λ) ∈ W },

AD
n := span{TµT ∗

µ′ | µ,µ
′
∈ En

D, r(µ) ∈ V }, BD
n := span{TµT ∗

µ′ | µ,µ
′
∈ En

D, r(µ) ∈ W },

with direct limits AC
∞

, BC
∞

, AD
∞

and BD
∞

. Then it follows that AC
∞

⊕BC
∞

is canonically isomorphic to the
fixed-point algebra C∗(GC)0 of C∗(GC) with its canonical gauge action, and that AD

∞
⊕BD

∞
is canonically

isomorphic to the fixed-point algebra C∗(GD)0 of C∗(GD) with its canonical gauge action.
Thinking of X (A) and X (B) as block diagonal C*-subcorrespondences of X (C) in the natural way,

we get that the Pimsner dilations X (A)∞ and X (B)∞ are naturally identified with the direct limits of
C*-correspondences

X (A)n := span{SλS∗

λ′ | λ ∈ En+1
C , λ′

∈ En
C , s(λ) ∈ V },

which is a C*-correspondence from AC
n to AC

n+1, and

X (B)n := span{SλS∗

λ′ | λ ∈ En+1
C , λ′

∈ En
C , s(λ) ∈ W },

which is a C*-correspondence from BC
n to BC

n+1.
Similarly, thinking of X (R) and X (S) as the off-diagonal C*-subcorrespondences of X (D) in the

natural way, we get the C*-correspondences (which are only denoted as) X (R)∞ and X (S)∞ as the direct
limits of C*-correspondences

X (R)n := span{TµT ∗

µ′ | µ ∈ En+1
D , µ′

∈ En
D, s(µ) ∈ V },

which is a C*-correspondence from BD
n to AD

n+1, and

X (S)n := span{TµT ∗

µ′ | µ ∈ En+1
D , µ′

∈ En
D, s(µ) ∈ W },

which is a C*-correspondence from AD
n to BD

n+1. Note, however, that X (R)∞ and X (S)∞ are not Pimsner
dilations in the sense described in Section 3, because they are C*-correspondences over possibly different
left and right coefficient C*-algebras.

Recall that X (D)∞ is the C*-correspondence over C∗(GD)0 = AD
∞

⊕BD
∞

given by X (D)∞ = X (D) ·
(AD

∞
⊕BD

∞
), which is identified with the direct limit

span{TµT ∗

µ′ | µ ∈ En+1
D , µ′

∈ En
D, n ∈ N}.
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The BD
∞

-AD
∞

correspondence X (R)∞ and the AD
∞

-BD
∞

correspondence X (S)∞ coincide with the 1-2 corner
and 2-1 corner (respectively) of the Pimsner dilation X (D)∞ and satisfy the equalities

X (R)∞ = X (R) ·BD
∞
, X (S)∞ = X (S) ·AD

∞
.

Now, using the map ψ : E2
D → Em

C , for each k ∈ N and µ1, . . . , µk ∈ E2
D such that µ1 · · ·µk ∈ E2k

D
we may define ψk : E2k

D → Emk
C by setting ψk(µ1 · · ·µk) = ψ(µ1) · · ·ψ(µk). This then gives rise

to ∗-isomorphisms 9 A
k : AD

2k → AC
mk and 9B

k : BD
2k → BC

mk by setting 9 A
k (TµT ∗

µ′

1
) = Sψk(µ)S

∗

ψk(µ′)

and 9B
k (TµT ∗

µ′) = Sψk(µ)S
∗

ψk(µ′). Since these maps are compatible with direct limits, we obtain two
∗-isomorphisms 9 A

∞
: AD

∞
→ AC

∞
and 9B

∞
: BD

∞
→ BC

∞
that we will use as identifications between the

coefficient C*-algebras. For instance, this allows us to turn X (R)∞ into a BC
∞

-AC
∞

-bimodule, where the
left and right actions are implemented via 9 A

∞
and 9B

∞
respectively, and the inner product via 9B

∞
.

Definition 6.1. Let A and B be essential matrices over N indexed by V and W respectively, with finitely
supported rows. We say that X (A)∞ and X (B)∞ are strong Morita shift equivalent if there are a lag
m ∈ N \ {0} and matrices R over V × W and S over W × V over N together with path isomorphisms

ψA : ER × ES → Em
A , ψB : ES × ER → Em

B

such that X (R)∞ is a strong Morita equivalence between X (A)∞ and X (B)∞, up to the identifications
9 A

∞
and 9B

∞
. More precisely, when X (R)∞ is considered as a BC

∞
-AC

∞
-bimodule via 9 A

∞
and 9B

∞
, there

exists a unitary bimodule isomorphism U : X (A)∞ ⊗ X (R)∞ → X (R)∞ ⊗ X (B)∞ such that for every
a ∈ AC

∞
, b ∈ BC

∞
and ξ ∈ X (A)∞ ⊗ X (R)∞ we have

U (a · ξ · b)= a · U (ξ) · b.

Henceforth, we will no longer belabor the point of distinguishing between AC
∞

and AD
∞

and between
BC

∞
and BD

∞
. However, we emphasize that this identification is important in the above definition, and

depends on the choice of the maps ψA and ψB . We have already seen that

X (A)∞ = X (A) ·A∞, X (B)∞ = X (B) ·B∞,

X (R)∞ = X (R) ·B∞, X (S)∞ = X (S) ·A∞,

so that by the above discussion and identifications using 9 A
∞

and 9B
∞

, as B∞-A∞ correspondences we
may canonically identify

X (A)∞ ⊗A∞
X (R)∞ ∼= X (A)⊗A X (R) ·B∞,

X (R)∞ ⊗B∞
X (B)∞ ∼= X (R)⊗B X (B) ·B∞.

Proposition 6.2. Let A and B be essential matrices over N indexed by V and W respectively, with finitely
supported rows. Suppose A and B are representable shift equivalent with lag m ∈ N via R and S, together
with path isomorphisms φ and ψ . Then X (A)∞ and X (B)∞ are strong Morita shift equivalent with lag m
via R, S and ψ .

Proof. By Corollary 5.5 we have a Cuntz–Krieger family (Pv, Sc) for GC generating C∗(GC) and a
Cuntz–Krieger family (Pv, Td) for GD generating C∗(GD) on the same Hilbert space H, satisfying (5-2)
and (5-3). Thus, we are in the context of the discussion above.
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By the identifications preceding the theorem, we may define maps

UAR : X (A)∞ ⊗A∞
X (R)∞ → X (A) · X (R) ·B∞,

URB : X (R)∞ ⊗B∞
X (B)∞ → X (R) · X (B) ·B∞

(where the notation X (A) · X (R) ·B∞ and X (R) · X (B) ·B∞ are understood as the closed linear span of
products), by setting

UAR(Sa ⊗ Tr ·w)= SaTr ·w and URB(Tr ⊗ Sb ·w)= Tr Sb ·w

for a ∈ E A, r ∈ Er , b ∈ EB and w ∈B∞. It is straightforward to show that UAR and URB are well-defined
unitary right B∞-module maps. Thus, we are left with showing that UAR and URB are left A∞-module
maps.

We first show that UAR is a left A∞-module map. We let SλS∗

λ′ ∈ A∞ for λ, λ′
∈ Emk

A , and note that it
will suffice to show that for a ∈ E A and r ∈ ER we have

UAR(SλS∗

λ′(Sa ⊗ Tr ))= SλS∗

λ′ SaTr .

To prove this, let e ∈ E A be some edge so that s(e)= r(λ)= r(λ′), and suppose that λ= a1ν and λ′
= a′

1ν
′

for a1, a′

1 ∈ E A. Write

νe = ψ(r1s1) · · ·ψ(rksk) and ν ′e = ψ(r ′

1s ′

1) · · ·ψ(r
′

ks ′

k)

for ri , r ′

i ∈ ER and si , s ′

i ∈ ES . Then, we have

SλS∗

λ′ Sa ⊗ Tr = δa,a′

1
· Sa1 SνS∗

ν′ ⊗ Tr = δa,a′

1
· Sa1

∑
e∈s−1(r(λ))

Sνe S∗

ν′e ⊗ Tr

= δa,a′

1
· Sa1 ⊗

∑
e∈s−1(r(λ))

Tr1s1···rksk T ∗

r ′

1s′

1···r
′

ks′

k
Tr

= δa,a′

1
· Sa1 ⊗ Tr1

∑
e∈s−1(r(λ))

δr ′

1,r · Ts1···rksk T ∗

s′

1···r
′

ks′

k

= δa,a′

1
· Sa1 ⊗ Tr1

∑
e∈s−1(r(λ))

δr ′

1,r ·

∑
f ∈s−1(r(λe))

Sψ−1
k (s1···rksk f )Sψ−1

k (s′

1···r
′

ks′

k f ),

where in the above calculations we used the identifications via 9 A
∞

and 9B
∞

. Essentially the same
calculation, using (5-2) instead, will show that

SλS∗

λ′ SaTr = δa,a′

1
· Sa1 Tr1

∑
e∈s−1(r(λ))

δr1,r ·

∑
f ∈s−1(r(λe))

Sψ−1
k (s1···rksk f )Sψ−1

k (s′

1···r
′

ks′

k f ).

Thus, we see that UAR is a left A∞-module map.
Next, we show that URB is a left A∞-module map. We let SλS∗

λ′ ∈ A∞ with λ, λ′
∈ Emk

A , and note that
it will suffice to show that for r ∈ ER and b ∈ EB we have

URB(SλS∗

λ′ Tr ⊗ Sb)= SλS∗

λ′ Tr Sb.
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Write λ = ψ(r1s1) · · ·ψ(rksk) and λ′
= ψ(r ′

1s ′

1) · · ·ψ(r
′

ks ′

k), and then further write ψ(s1r2) = b1σ and
ψ(s ′

1r ′

2)= b′

1σ
′ for b1, b′

1 ∈ EB . Then, we have

SλS∗

λ′ Tr ⊗ Sb = Tr1s1···rksk T ∗

r ′

1s′

1·r
′

ks′

k
Tr ⊗ Sb

= δr ′

1,r Tr1

∑
r∈r−1(λ)

Ts1r2···skr T ∗

s′

1r ′

2···s
′

kr ⊗ Sb

= δr ′

1,r Tr1 ⊗

∑
r∈r−1(λ)

Sψ(s1r2)···ψ(skr)S∗

ψ(s′

1r ′

2)···ψ(s
′

kr)Sb

= δr ′

1,rδb′

1,b · Tr1 ⊗ Sb1

∑
r∈r−1(λ)

Sσψ(s2r3)···ψ(skr)S∗

σ ′ψ(s′

2r ′

3)···ψ(s
′

kr),

where in the above calculation we used the identifications via 9 A
∞

and 9B
∞

. Essentially the same
calculation, using (5-2) instead, will show that

SλS∗

λ′ Tr Sb = δr ′

1,rδb′

1,b · Tr1 Sb1

∑
r∈r−1(λ)

Sσψ(s2r3)···ψ(skr)S∗

σ ′ψ(s′

2r ′

3)···ψ(s
′

kr).

Thus, we see that UBR is a left A∞-module map.
Thus, to conclude the proof we need only show the equality

X (A) · X (R) ·B∞ = X (R) · X (B) ·B∞.

However, it is clear from (5-3) that X (A) · X (R) = X (R) · X (B), so we are done. Thus, the map
U−1

RB ◦ UAR is a unitary isomorphism, showing that X (R)∞ is a strong Morita equivalence between
X (A)∞ and X (B)∞. □

Suppose A and B are matrices indexed by V and W respectively, and suppose there are matrices R
and S, so that C and D are as described in the previous section. Suppose we have a path isomorphism
ψ : E2

D → Em
C .

Assume we have a unitary U : X (A)∞ ⊗ X (R)∞ → X (R)∞ ⊗ X (B)∞ such that for every ξ ∈

X (A)∞⊗X (R)∞ and every a ∈A∞ and b ∈B∞ we have U (bξa)=bU (ξ)a. We refer the reader to [1] and
[36, Section 2] for the basic theory of Morita equivalence, linking algebras and crossed products by Hilbert
bimodules that we shall need in what follows. We denote by L the linking algebra of X (R)∞ given by

L :=

[
A∞ X (R)∞

X (R)∗
∞

B∞

]
,

and by W the L-imprimitivity bimodule

W :=

[
X (A)∞ X (R)∞ ⊗B∞

X (B)∞
X (R)∗

∞
⊗A∞

X (A)∞ X (B)∞

]
.

It is shown in the proof of [1, Theorem 4.2] that there are two complementary and full projections
pA, pB ∈ M(O(W )) (corresponding to the 2 × 2 block form of W ) together with two ∗-isomorphisms
ϕE : O(X (A)∞)→ pAO(W )pA and ϕF : O(X (B)∞)→ pBO(W )pB given as follows. For ξ ∈ X (A)∞
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and η ∈ X (B)∞ we let

ξ̃ :=

[
ξ 0
0 0

]
and η̃ :=

[
0 0
0 η

]
,

so that the maps ϕE and ϕF are given by

ϕE(Sξ )= Sξ̃ and ϕF (Sη)= Sη̃.

In particular, we see that ϕE and ϕF are gauge equivariant.
Since W is an imprimitivity bimodule, again by [1, Theorem 2.9] we get that O(W )0 ∼=L. In particular,

we get that up to the same identification, the direct sum of diagonal subalgebras DE A ⊕DEB , according to
pA, pB ∈ M(O(W )), coincides with

DW := span{Sζ S∗

ζ ′ | ζ, ζ
′
∈ W ⊗n, n ∈ N}.

Hence, we get that ϕE(DE A)= pADW pA and ϕF (DEB )= pBDW pB . Let

N (DW )= {n ∈ O(W ) | n∗DW n, nDW n∗
⊆ DW }

be the set of normalizers of DW , and denote by

N⋆(DW )= {n ∈ N (DW ) | there exists k ∈ Z such that γz(n)= zkn}

the homogeneous normalizers of DW .

Proposition 6.3. Let A and B be essential matrices over N, indexed by V and W respectively, with finitely
supported rows. Suppose that X (A)∞ and X (B)∞ are strong Morita shift equivalent. Then there is an
equivariant ∗-isomorphism ϕ : C∗(GA)⊗ K → C∗(G B)⊗ K, with ϕ(DE A ⊗ c0)= DEB ⊗ c0.

Proof. We are in the situation where we can apply the implication (7)⇒ (8) in [7, Corollary 11.3]. By the
description of C∗(GA)∼= C∗(GE A) and C∗(G B)∼= C∗(GEB ) as groupoid C*-algebras, we get that item (8)
in [7, Corollary 11.3] is equivalent to C∗(GA) and C∗(G B) being stably equivariant diagonal-isomorphic.
Indeed, this is because Z-coactions correspond to topological Z-gradings by [42, Remark 6], which in
turn correspond to T-actions by [42, Theorem 3]. This means that the second equality in item (8) of [7,
Corollary 11.3] is equivalent to equivariance of the isomorphism.

Thus, to prove our result it will suffice to prove item (7) in [7, Corollary 11.3]. Everything is set up in
the discussion preceding the proposition, except for one thing. We are left with showing that pAO(W )pB

is the closed linear span of pA N∗(DW )pB . However, we know that O(W ) is the closed linear span of its
graded subspaces O(W )n for n ∈ Z. Hence, pAO(W )pB is the closed linear span of pAO(W )n pB . By
[1, Theorem 2.9] we have for all n ∈ Z that

(1) O(W )n ∼= W ⊗n for n > 0,

(2) O(W )0 ∼= L, and

(3) O(W )n ∼= (W ⊗n)∗ for n < 0.

Thus, we are left with showing that each pAO(W )n pB is the closed linear span of its normalizers
(which are automatically n-homogeneous).
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For n = 0 we get that pAO(W )0 pB ∼= X (R)∞, for n> 0 we get that pAO(W )n pB ∼= X (A)n
∞

⊗ X (R)∞,
and for n < 0 we get that pAO(W )n pB ∼= (X (A)∗

∞
)n ⊗ X (R)∞.

Thus, pAO(W )n pB is the closed linear span of elements of the form SλS∗

λ′ SαTr (for n ≥ 0) or SλS∗

λ′ S∗
αTr

(for n < 0) for λ, λ′
∈ EℓA, α ∈ E |n|

A and r ∈ ER for some ℓ ∈ N. In order to show that these elements are
normalizers for DW , and since SλS∗

λ′ Sα, SλS∗

λ′ S∗
α ∈ N (DE A), it will suffice to show that TrDEB T ∗

r ⊆ DE A

and that T ∗
r DE A Tr ⊆ DEB for r ∈ ER .

We know already from the inclusions DE A ⊆ A∞ and DEB ⊆ B∞ that DE A is the closed linear span of
elements of the form

Sψk(r1s1···rksk)S
∗

ψk(r1s1···rksk)

for paths r1s1 · · · rksk ∈ E2k
D with ri ∈ ER and si ∈ ES , and that DEB is the closed linear span of elements

of the form
Sψk(s1r1···skrk)S

∗

ψk(s1r1···skrk)

for paths s1r1 · · · skrk ∈ E2k
D , with ri ∈ ER and si ∈ ES . So for such paths we compute

Tr Sψk(s1r1···skrk)S
∗

ψk(s1r1···skrk)
T ∗

r =

∑
s∈ES

Tr Ts1r1···skrks T ∗

s1r1···skrks T ∗

r =

∑
s∈ES

Sψk+1(rs1r1···skrks)S∗

ψk+1(rs1r1···skrks)

is in DEB . On the other hand,

T ∗

r Sψk(r1s1···rksk)S
∗

ψk(r1s1···rksk)
Tr = δr,r1 ·

∑
r∈ER

Sψk(s1···rkskr)S∗

ψk(s1···rkskr)

is in DE A . Thus, TrDEB T ∗
r ⊆ DE A and T ∗

r DE A Tr ⊆ DEB as required. □

7. Shift equivalences through the lens

In this section we orient various equivalence relations between strong shift equivalence and shift equiva-
lence. We will assume some familiarity with crossed product C*-algebras and K-theory of C*-algebras.
We recommend [48] for the basic theory of crossed product C*-algebras, [43] for the basic K-theory for
C*-algebras, and especially [41, Chapter 7] for K-theory and crossed products of graph algebras by their
gauge actions.

Suppose now that G = (V, E) is a directed graph, and let γ be the gauge unit circle action on C∗(G).
We denote by γ̂ the dual Z action on C∗(G)⋊γ T. By [48, Lemma 2.75] we have that [C∗(G)⋊T] ⊗ K

and [C∗(G)⊗ K] ⋊ T are ∗-isomorphic via the map f ⊗ K 7→ f · K defined for f ∈ C(T; C∗(G))
and K ∈ K, and that this map intertwines the action γ̂ G

⊗ id with the dual action
∧

γ G
⊗ id. Using this

equivariant identification together with [48, Corollary 2.48] we obtain the following standard fact which
we leave for the reader to verify.

Proposition 7.1. Let G and G ′ be directed graphs, and suppose there exists a ∗-isomorphism ϕ :

C∗(G)⊗ K → C∗(G ′)⊗ K such that ϕ ◦ (γ G
⊗ id)z = (γ G ′

⊗ id)z ◦ ϕ for all z ∈ T. Then there exists
a ∗-isomorphism ϕ⋊ id : [C∗(G)⋊γ G T] ⊗ K → [C∗(G ′)⋊γ G T] ⊗ K such that [ϕ⋊ id] ◦ [γ̂ G

⊗ id] =

[γ̂ G ′

⊗ id] ◦ [ϕ⋊ id].
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Let A be a finite essential matrix with entries in N. We denote by (DA, D+

A ) the inductive limit of the
inductive system of ordered abelian groups acting on columns

(ZV ,ZV
+
)

AT

−−−→ (ZV ,ZV
+
)

AT

−−−→ (ZV ,ZV
+
)

AT

−−−→ · · ·

and let dA : DA → DA be the homomorphism induced by the following diagram:

ZV AT

−−−→ ZV AT

−−−→ ZV AT

−−−→ · · · DAyAT

yAT

yAT

ydA

ZV AT

−−−→ ZV AT

−−−→ ZV AT

−−−→ · · · DA

The triple (DA, D+

A , dA) is called the dimension group triple of A.
Let Hi be an abelian group, H+

i a submonoid of Hi , and αi an automorphism of Hi for i = 1, 2. We
say two triples (Hi , H+

i , αi ) are isomorphic if there is a group isomorphism φ : H1 → H2 such that
φ(H+

1 )= H+

2 and φ ◦α1 = α2 ◦φ.
From work of Wagoner [46, Corollary 2.9] we have that (DA, D+

A , dA) is isomorphic to a dimension
group triple constructed from the edge shift (X E A , σE A) associated to A. On the other hand, the dimen-
sion group triple (DA, D+

A , dA) also coincides with a K-theory triple arising from the crossed product
C*-algebra C∗(GA)⋊γ A T, where γ A is the gauge unit circle action. More precisely, noting that arrow
directions in [41] are reversed to ours, it follows from [41, Corollary 7.14] together with the discussion
preceding [41, Lemma 7.15] that the triple (DA, D+

A , dA) is isomorphic to the triple(
K0(C∗(GA)⋊γ A T), K0(C∗(GA)⋊γ A T)+, K0(γ̂

A
1 )

−1),
where γ̂ A is the dual action of Z on C∗(GA)⋊γ A T. The implication (3)⇒ (4) below is what we referred
to as Krieger’s corollary in the Introduction.

Corollary 7.2. Suppose now that A and B are two finite essential matrices with entries in N. The former
conditions imply the latter:

(1) A and B are strong shift equivalent.

(2) C∗(GA) and C∗(G B) are equivariantly stably isomorphic in a way that respects the diagonals.

(3) C∗(GA) and C∗(G B) are equivariantly stably isomorphic.

(4) A and B are shift equivalent.

Proof. By Williams’ theorem [47, Theorem 7.5.8] (see also [31]), strong shift equivalence of A and B coin-
cides with conjugacy of two-sided edge shifts (X E A , σE A) and (X EB , σEB ) (see [31, Theorem 7.2.7]), so we
get that (1) implies (2) by the implication (III )⇒ (II ) of [5, Theorem 5.1] (see also [8, Proposition 2.17]).

Clearly (2)⇒ (3), so we are left with showing (3)⇒ (4). To do this, we use Proposition 7.1 to get
that [C∗(G)⋊γ A T]⊗ K and [C∗(G ′)⋊γ B T]⊗ K are equivariantly isomorphic with actions γ̂ A

⊗ id and
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γ̂ B
⊗ id respectively. Hence, by applying K-theory we get an isomorphism of the triples(

K0(C∗(G)⋊γ A T), K0(C∗(G)⋊γ A T)+, K0(γ̂
A

1 )
)
,(

K0(C∗(G ′)⋊γ B T), K0(C∗(G ′)⋊γ B T)+, K0(γ̂
B

1 )
)
.

By Krieger’s theorem [11, Theorem 6.4] (see also [29]), and up to the identification with dimension
triples, we get that the triples above are isomorphic if and only if A and B are shift equivalent. Hence,
(3)⇒ (4). □

From the perspective of C*-algebras, we get that compatible, representable, and strong Morita shift
equivalences are between strong shift equivalence and shift equivalence. The work done in the previous
sections allows us to orient them, and show that each one provides a new way of obstructing SSE when
merely assuming SE. The equivalence between (1) and (4) in the theorem below realizes a goal sought
after by Muhly, Pask and Tomforde in [37, Remark 5.5], and provides a characterization of strong shift
equivalence of matrices in terms of strong Morita shift equivalence.

Theorem 7.3. Suppose A and B are two finite essential matrices with entries in N. Then the following
are equivalent:

(1) A and B are strong shift equivalent.

(2) A and B are compatibly shift equivalent.

(3) A and B are representable shift equivalent.

(4) X (A)∞ and X (B)∞ are strong Morita shift equivalent.

(5) C∗(GA) and C∗(G B) are equivariantly stably isomorphic in a way that respects the diagonals.

Proof. It follows from Corollary 4.5 that (1) ⇒ (2), from Corollary 5.5 that (2) ⇒ (3), and from
Proposition 6.2 that (3)⇒ (4). The implication (4)⇒ (5) is provided by Proposition 6.3. Finally, the impli-
cation (5)⇒ (1) is granted to us by combining the implication (II )⇒ (III ) of [5, Theorem 5.1] and the fact
that conjugacy of two-sided subshifts coincides with strong shift equivalence (Williams’ theorem [47]). □

We note here that if the construction in [22, Section 5] is applied to E := X (A), F := X (B) and
X := X (D) (as in the notation of [22]), we obtain again the correspondences E∞, F∞ and X∞ as in
[22, Section 5]. This follows from uniqueness of Pimsner dilations [22, Theorem 3.9]. In particular, the
correspondence X (R)∞ coincides with “R∞” in [22, Section 5] as the 1-2 corner of X∞ = X (D)∞.

Hence, when we specify to E := X (A) and F := X (B), in the proof of [22, Theorem 5.8] it is erroneously
claimed that X (R)∞ is the imprimitivity bimodule that implements a strong Morita equivalence between
X (A)∞ and X (B)∞, through the identifications coming from ψA and ψB . However, by our result this
would show that shift equivalence implies strong shift equivalence. Hence, the strategy of proof in [22,
Theorem 5.8] cannot be made to work, as the following cutoff result demonstrates.

Theorem 7.4. There exist finite aperiodic irreducible matrices A and B with entries in N that such that
X (A)∞ and X (B)∞ are strong Morita equivalent, but not strong Morita shift equivalent.
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Proof. Let A and B be the aperiodic and irreducible counterexamples of Kim and Roush from [28], so
that they are shift equivalent but not strong shift equivalent. By the result of Bratteli and Kishimoto [4]
we know that C∗(GA) and C∗(G B) are equivariantly stably isomorphic, so that by Theorem 3.17 we get
that X (A)∞ and X (B)∞ are strong Morita equivalent.

On the other hand, since A and B are not strong shift equivalent, by Theorem 7.3 we get that X (A)∞
and X (B)∞ cannot be strong Morita shift equivalent. □

Remark 7.5. Suppose A and B are aperiodic and irreducible matrices over N, and not 1 × 1. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:

(1) A and B are shift equivalent.

(2) X (A) and X (B) are shift equivalent.

(3) X (A)∞ and X (B)∞ are strong Morita equivalent.

(4) C∗(GA) and C∗(G B) are equivariantly stably isomorphic.

(5) The triples (DA, D+

A , dA) and (DB, D+

B , dB) are isomorphic.

Indeed, Krieger’s theorem shows that (1)⇔ (5), Proposition 3.5 shows that (1)⇔ (2), Theorem 3.17
shows that (3)⇔ (4), and Corollary 7.2 shows that (1)⇒ (4). Finally, from Bratteli and Kishimoto [4,
Corollary 4.3] we get (5)⇒ (4), which finishes the proof.

Note that the above proof avoids the implication (2)⇒ (3). Since now the validity of [22, Theorem 5.8]
is in question, it is unknown whether one can prove (2)⇒ (3) directly, without classification techniques
as in [4].
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